Abstract
Introduction
How musical performance or exercise affect the brain is widely studied in neuroscience, yet, dance -a medium that combines both music and exercise -has remained mostly unexplored. Literature suggests that positive associations exist among musical ability, cognition, and gray matter (GM) thickness [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . Furthermore, musical skills are positively correlated with spatial, verbal, and emotional intelligence [7] [8] [9] . Gaser and Schlaug [2] reported that musical proficiency positively correlated with GM in young adult musicians, whereas expert musicians displayed larger GM density in motor, sensory, and parietal cortices, relative to nonmusicians. Likewise, several studies have linked aerobic and resistance exercise with thicker GM and enhancement of cognitive performance in late life [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . Significantly larger hippocampal volumes and improved spatial memory were observed in a randomized controlled trial of a large elderly cohort when assigned to a 1-year aerobic exercise intervention relative to stretching [14, 15] . Results of another randomized controlled study suggested that both resistance and aerobic exercise might delay cognitive decline in elderly populations [17] . Overall, both music experience and exercise were associated with increased GM thickness and improved cognitive function. Therefore, it may be hypothesized that dancing, which combines music and exercise, may exhibit similar benefits.
To date, few studies have evaluated the effects dance may have on either cognition or brain structure. Most of the literature surrounding dancing and neuroscience fall into physical or artistic therapies [18] , where dancing is used as an exercise to help rehabilitate neurodegenerative disorders (e.g. Parkinson's disease or strokes) [19] or treat social anxieties [20] . Focusing on the elderly, Verghese et al. [21] observed social dancing to be the only physical activity correlated with a decreased risk of developing dementia.
Of the few neuroimaging studies conducted, only young cognitively normal (CN) participants were incorporated [7, [22] [23] [24] and, surprisingly, lower GM densities in expert dancers were observed relative to nondancers [22] [23] [24] [25] . Given the reported positive correlations between musical experience or exercise and GM thickness, one might find the negative correlation described in the dance literature an anomaly, anticipating a similar positive association for dance experience and GM thickness. Researchers have interpreted these unexpected results in that expert dancers may have a reorganized brain structure allowing for uncoupling of vestibular perception and reflexes to avoid feeling dizzy or nauseous while twirling [22] [23] [24] . Another interpretation is that cortical myelination increases as dance proficiency is developed, resulting in a relative thinning of GM [26] .
With an increased focus on elderly participants in the exercise and music performance literatures, we wanted to study the effect previous exposure to dance may have on older adults who were either CN or had mild cognitive impairment (MCI). In the MCI state, patients typically perform poorly on cognitive tests, scoring 1.5 standard deviations (SD) below the mean but still independently caring for themselves [27] . MCI patients decline into Alzheimer's disease (AD) at a rate of 10-15% per year, as opposed to CN adults who decline at only 1-2% [24] . Accordingly, we were interested to see if we could find a beneficial effect that dance may have on brain structure and on cognitive performance in both CN and MCI elderly. We hypothesized that dancers will show enhanced cognitive scores relative to nondancers. Additionally, we expected to find a protective effect of dance experience on cortical thinning.
Methods

Participants
Our analyses included 87 participants (39 CN and 48 MCI; 45 males and 42 females; mean age 70 years, ranging from 51 to 90 years) previously enrolled in the Imaging and Genetic Biomarkers (ImaGene) of AD longitudinal study at the Mary S. Easton Alzheimer's Disease Center at the University of California -Los Angeles (UCLA). Demographic comparisons of the nondancer and dancer groups are given in table 1 . Informed consent was administered according to the rules and regulations of the UCLA Institutional Review Board. The diagnostic evaluation consisted of a physician interview, general and neurological examination, as well as detailed neuropsychological evaluation. The diagnosis of each subject was reached by consensus among neurologists and neuropsychologists.
Participants were at least 50 years old, functionally intact and living independently. Additionally, a Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE) score (>24), a global Clinical Dementia Rating Scale score (<1), English language fluency, as well as visual and hearing abilities sufficient for detailed neuropsychological testing were required for participation. Participants with a diagnosis of dementia based on the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, fourth edition (DSM-IV), the National Institute of Neurological Communicative Disorders and Stroke (NINCDS), or the Alzheimer's Disease and Related Disorders Association (ADRDA) criteria were excluded. Any medical, neurological, or psychiatric disorders that may have an impact on cognition (such as significant drug or alcohol use in the previous 2 years, pacemakers, claustrophobia, or contraindications to MRI scanning) were also used as exclusion criteria. Diagnosis of MCI required cognitive decline of at least 1.5 SD below age and/or education norms on at least one neuropsychological test. CN subjects were required to score within normal ranges on all cognitive exams.
Music and Dance Questionnaire
All participants completed a 30-point questionnaire assessing their personal experiences with music, song, and dance. The questionnaire was either mailed to participants to fill out at their own discretion or administered during their routine clinical visit. Participants with previous dance experience, whether distant (childhood) or current (within 5 years), were assigned to the dance group. Dance experience was classified as social and/or formal proficiency; thus, amateurs (little to no formal dance training) and experts (formal training for more than 5 years) were merged within a single dance group. About one fourth of dancers noted that they were still actively dancing within the past year. Any participant who reported having no dance experience was placed in the 'nondancer' group. 
Imaging Acquisition
Participants were scanned on a 1.5-tesla MRI, and T1-weighted MR data were collected with the following protocol: coronal 3D magnetization-prepared rapid acquisition gradient echo, time to recovery (TR) 28 ms, time to echo (TE) 4.5 ms, field of view (FOV) 22 cm, matrix 256 × 192, slice/gap thickness 1.5/0 mm. Additional sequences used in the determination of white matter disease burden and strokes were obtained with the following parameters: axial T2 BLADE with TR 4,000 ms, TE 99 ms, FOV 22 cm, matrix 320 × 320, and slice/gap thickness 5/1.5 mm, axial fluid-attenuated inversion recovery with TR 9,000 ms, TE 99 ms, FOV 22 cm, matrix 256 × 256, and slice/gap thickness 5/1.5 mm, and axial diffusion-weighted imaging with TR 7,000 ms, TE 123 ms, FOV 22 cm, matrix 128, propeller correction, and slice/gap thickness 5/1.5 mm. Figure 1 illustrates the steps of our imaging methodology, which were described in depth in previous publications [28] . First, MRI scans were spatially normalized to the International Consortium for Brain Mapping 53 (ICBM53) average brain imaging template and subjected to intensity normalization [24] . We then used the software BrainSuite for automated masking of the 'whole brain' [29] . Manual inspection and editing of the 'whole brain' mask was then carried out to exclude any nonbrain tissue, the brainstem, and the cerebellum, as well as to split the mask into left and right hemispheres. 3D hemispheric reconstructions were then created to allow an experienced researcher to trace 38 sulci per hemisphere following an extensive validated tracing protocol [30] . The sulcal lines for all participants were used to create a study-specific average sulcal map which was then used as a target for spatial alignment of the individual sulcal lines, and hence each subject's unique cortical morphology. This was achieved by parameterizing and warping of the flattened cortical surfaces as described in Thompson et al. [31] . The end result is a more precisely matched cortical morphology with improved signal-to-noise ratio [24] . We applied BrainSuite's partial volume classifier [25] to the spatially and intensity-corrected MRI data in order to obtain GM, white matter, and cerebrospinal fluid tissue segmentations. The GM was then resampled to 0.33 mm isotropic voxel size in order to obtain an index GM thickness at subvoxel spatial resolution [27] . Next we calculated GM thickness at each surface point for each individual participant as the shortest distance between GM to white matter and GM to cerebrospinal fluid interfaces. The thickness values were then mapped onto the cortical surface models and subjected to linear regression analyses as described previously [27] . Our final results are displayed on 3D significance maps, seen as the final result in figure 1 .
Cortical Thickness Analysis
Statistical Analyses
We used independent-sample t tests and χ 2 tests as appropriate to compare the demographic variables between groups. Linear regression models were used to study the effects of dancing on GM thickness while correcting for diagnosis. Linear regressions also assessed the relationship between cortical thickness and neuropsychological examination scores in dancers and nondancers correcting for age. To correct for multiple comparisons, we ran 100,000 permutations using p < 0.01 significance level thresholds as reported previously by Apostolova et al. [32] . The predictor variable was permuted across our sample 100,000 times. The final corrected p value reflects the proportion of the 100,000 runs that produced a p value that 'beats' the original p value. Our corrected p value of 0.01 would mean that only 1% of the permutation runs resulted in a more significant p value than the one we observed in the true experiment.
Results
Demographics
Demographic comparisons of the nondancer and dancer groups can be seen in table 1 . There were no significant differences between the groups in age, sex, education, or MMSE score. A trend-level difference was seen in regard to diagnosis with the nondancer group having a higher proportion of MCI subjects relative to the dancer group (65 vs. 45%, p = 0.066). Table 2 includes the mean and SD of neuropsychological scores for both groups, showing that dancers performed better than nondancers in learning and memory [California Verbal Learning Test-II (CVLT-II) number of words learned across trials 1-5, p = 0.001, CVLT-II short delay free recall, p = 0.004, CVLT-II long delay free recall, p = 0.003]. Due to absent CVLT-II scores, 2 participants from the dancer group were excluded from this analysis.
Neuropsychological Data
Cortical Thickness Analyses
As MCI diagnosis was relatively more common in nondancers compared to dancers (p = 0.066) in our sample, we elected to correct for diagnosis in our analyses. Dancers showed trend-level thinner GM relative to nondancers in the primary motor, somatosensory and prefrontal cortical regions predominantly on the left side (right p corrected = 0.066, left p corrected = 0.057; fig. 2 ). Next, we investigated the association between CVLT-II performance and cortical thickness in each group while correcting for age ( fig. 3 ) . We found significant associations between cognitive performance and cortical thickness in nondancers only. There were significant positive associations between cortical thickness with learning across CVLT-II trials 1-5 (left p corrected = 0.09, right p corrected = 0.05) and CVLT-II short delay free recall (left p corrected = 0.017, right p corrected = 0.048) bilaterally, as well as trend-level significant association with CVLT-II long delay free recall on the right (left p corrected = 0.14, right p corrected = 0.08). These findings remained unchanged after we corrected for diagnosis.
Discussion
We observed thinner cortical GM bilaterally in dancers relative to nondancers. Additionally, dancers outperformed nondancers in learning and memory tasks. Our findings are similar to previous studies where young adults showed thinner cortical GM in dancers relative to nondancers [18] [19] [20] [21] . The associations between dance experience and GM thickness in the elderly have not, to our knowledge, been investigated previously. Interestingly, only the nondancer group showed typical patterns of association between cognitive decline and GM atrophy commonly seen in MCI patients who decline into AD [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] . Other labs, as well as ours, have previously identified that CN and MCI patients who are prone to develop AD show a typical pattern of cortical atrophy with prominent involvement of the entorhinal, inferior and lateral temporal cortices, as well as the lateral and medial parietal and posterior cingulate cortices. The frontal cortex is normally spared until later in the disease course [37, 38] . The pattern of correlation between cognitive performance and cortical thickness in the nondancer group ( fig. 3 ) shows a significant resemblance to the atrophy pattern seen in patients suffering from AD [39, 40] . Our findings suggest that dance experience during life may enhance cognitive reserve as previously suggested for exercise and music [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] .
Kattenstroth et al. [46, 47] in 2010 and 2013 conducted studies with dance as an intervention to combat postural and cognitive declines in elderly cohorts, as well as assessments of cognition in relation to previous dance experience. They observed in both studies that those assigned to the dancer group displayed enhanced cognitive abilities as well as postural and gait benefits in relation to nondancing controls. Yaakov Stern's [48] research describes how the brain employs 'cognitive reserve' by using preexisting cognitive processing approaches and compensation mechanisms to counterbalance for structural damage. Subjects with cognitive reserve are said to display structural brain atrophy without (or with minimal) clinical symptoms. Despite having thinner GM, dancers excelled in learning and memory tasks. The absence of association between memory performance and cortical thickness in dancers is highly suggestive of cognitive reserve in dancers, especially since the association was observed in the nondancer group.
The greatest limitation of our study is the subjective classification of dancer versus nondancer, as all of our participants self-asserted their dancing exposure amount and profi- ciency levels. Given our study design, we gathered data from surveys, and unfortunately do not have more information than what we present in this paper. Future studies with more finegrained skill level assessment will be needed to confirm our findings. Additionally, due to the small sample size of dancers, we were unable to stratify dancers by skill level -i.e., examine the effects of dance on cortical thickness and cognition separately in experts versus amateurs. While this study is cross-sectional, we are collecting longitudinal data on these participants. Future investigation of the effect dance experience has on cognitive decline, conversion to dementia, as well as longitudinal rates of cortical and hippocampal atrophy may be observed.
Lastly, as other studies demonstrated the positive effects either music or exercise have on health [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] , it would be very informative to study the effect dance-based therapeutic programs have on participants with cognitive and structural brain decline. Overall, we determined dancers to have thinner cortical GM relative to nondancers in frontal brain regions. Our findings align well with previously published research [18] [19] [20] [21] . Despite having thinner cortex in some cortical areas, the dancer group manifested superior memory performance and absence of the expected association between cognitive decline and cortical atrophy in AD-relevant cortical areas, an association that was readily observed among nondancers. This observation could represent evidence of cognitive reserve conferred by dance activities earlier in life.
